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1 Introduction
Governance requires massive, decentralized and coordinated information processing by governments. Lawmakers
must evaluate the state of the world, identify issues worthy of government attention, prioritize among these issues,
identify and evaluate plausible policy solutions, and then make a collective decision. In democratic systems, this must
all be done while incorporating the preferences of lawmakers’ constituents and other interest groups that hold private,
policy-relevant information, and have a stake in the outcomes of the governments’ decisions[11]. In the contemporary
era, lawmakers rely on a network of actors to gather and make sense of this diffuse information, and the output of
these actors serve as inputs to the policymaking process.

As Bawn et al. articulate, we can understand political parties in the United States as extended networks of policy de-
manding constituencies, organizations and interest groups[1]. This theory is usually applied to the role these networks
play in setting party agendas or nominating and supporting candidates for elected office. To be sure, the nomination
and election process serves a fundamental role in identifying and prioritizing issues for government attention. How-
ever, I argue that policy research and planning organizations, often called “think tanks,” serve the policy-apparatus of
these extended party networks of policy-demanders. As such, we should expect them to coordinate along ideological
dimensions in their attempts to support and influence partisan and ideological lawmakers[8]. While think tanks have
been largely overlooked by scholars, recent work has begun to address their role in American Politics. Think tanks
attention reflects partisan issue ownership[3], both their ideology and proximity to power shape how their work is used
by Congress[6], and congressional staffers both disproportionately trust policy evidence from partisan-aligned think
tanks[4], and are more likely to favorable evaluate petitioners presenting evidence from aligned think tanks[5].

This paper is an inductive look at how these central—yet understudied—actors in the American political landscape
coordinate among themselves. I conduct the largest mapping of the Washington D.C. think tank ecosystem to date[2].
Following an approach common in organizational sociology, I leverage interlocking directorates of organizations to
examine patterns of organizational coordination[7]. Two organizations are said to have an “interlock” between their
directorates when one (or more) people sit on the boards of both organizations. This signifies a strong organizational
tie between these two groups. I construct and analyze the board interlock network for 277 Washington D.C. based
organizations, those with average annual budgets over $100,000 which are classified as subtype “Research Institutes
& Public Policy Analysis” according to the IRS’ National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) system. I obtain
board of directorships using from IRS Form 990 disclosures for 2008-2015 from GuideStar.

While I expect a priori that organizations will be more likely to foster ties with other organizations that are ideo-
logically aligned with them and those that have access to greater financial resources, I do not have strong prior beliefs
about the direction or magnitude of the relationships between other dyadic and organizational factors and the probabil-
ity of connection. Common explanations for strategic interlock in the corporate context include preferences for diverse
connections to increase information gathering breadth, and preferences for connections to other similar organizations
to monitor competition, or engage in collusion[7]. Similar explanations map to this case: Organizations may seek to
build cross-issue coalitions increasing the scope of their information networks (issue heterophily), or they may choose
ties they within their local issue space to increase efficiency and avoid duplicated effort (issue homophiliy). Similarly,
we might imagine justifications for either homo- or heterophilic preferences in other dimensions of organization type,
like whether the organization engages in lobbying, has dues paying members, or hires contractors.

2 Results
In this section, I present the results of an Exponential Random Graph Model on the think tank board interlock network
shown in figure 1[9][10]. Convergence and fit of this ergm model was good, but diagnostics are excluded from this
abstract for space.



Think Tank Board Interlock Network
Exponential Random Graph Model

Parameter Estimate Standard Error
Ideological Distance -0.0181 0.0018
Match NTEE 1.1681 0.004
Match Membership Org -0.3769 0.0031
Match Lobbying Org 0.0759 0.0037
Match Contracting Org 0.1564 0.0025
Log(Revenue) 0.2944 0.0008
Membership Dues 0 0
Lobbying Fees 0 0
Null Deviance 52992 on 38226 DoF
Residual Deviance 1782 on 38214 DoF
AIC 1806

Table 1. Exponential Random Graph Model of D.C.
Think Tank Board Interlock Fig. 1. D.C. Think Tank Board Interlock Network (isolates excluded)

As expected, think tanks are substantially more likely to have interlocking boards as the revenue of the organi-
zations increase; being a particularly successful fundraiser, makes a think tank a more attractive target for interlock.
Think tanks are less likely to be connected to those that are ideologically more distant from them. However, the
magnitude of this effect is quote small (perhaps due to attenuation from measurement error induced by substantial
missingness in my ideology measure). On the other hand, organizations are much more likely to interlock within their
issue area (e.g. Medical Research; Agriculture, Food, Nutrition; or International, Foreign Affairs, and National Secu-
rity). Think tanks are also more likely to interlock if they both engage in lobbying, and both engage in contracting.
One possible explanation for this is that contracts and lobbyist may serve as potential vectors of informal relationships
between organizations, which ultimately facilitates later institutionalization via interlock. However, organizations are
substantially less likely to interlock if they both are membership organizations or are both non-membership organiza-
tions. Instead, organizations connect to those that are dissimilar along this dimension, suggesting that they find benefit
in the differential expertise and resources that the other can provide. However, the amount of lobbying an organization
does, or the membership dues it collects are not associated with whether these organizations connect. These results
present a first, inductive look at coordination among understudied, elite policy planning organizations in the U.S.
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